
DE-PINK / EXPERIMENTAL DIGITAL SHOWS AND THEIR 
COLLECTIBLE RELICS

De-Pink is a new platform for digital entertainment, conceived and created
by Francesca Fini. The key feature that distinguishes this project from 
other similar initiatives is that the platform is both container and content of 
the digital show.

We believe that digital shows cannot be reduced to a streaming video 
hosted on youtube or some platform with an anonymous and standardized
interface and absolutely cannot remain confined within the narrow limits of 
the video player. A video player that, moreover,lives in the eternal conflict 
of its cinematic horizontality against the vertical design of the device. Thus,

on the De-Pink platform, the video is fully integrated into an original graphic interface where it 
interacts with many other UIX elements used to enrich and amplify the user experience. Therefore, 
the design of the user interface becomes, in our philosophy,a concrete artistic action and an integral 
part of the show, in an operation that combines the functionality of pure design and the visionary 
nature of interaction design. In the De-Pink platform, the video artist is also a web artist and web 
designer.

De-Pink will program a calendar of digital shows designed specifically for the platform, created by 
Francesca Fini and other artists followed by her curatorship. Live streaming, intended as a simple 
live broadcast of a pre-recorded show or continuous action that does not take into account the 
interaction with the audience, is not in De-Pink's interests. De-Pink format is ideally a hybrid digital 
show, formed by a thoughtful mix of different media and languages: from the pre-recorded video-
performance to the informal live-cam moment. The conceptual references of this language are many, 
and range from the Futurist synthetic theater to the phenomenon of youtube gamers, on which 
Francesca Fini has developed long research over the years that has given birth to some of her rather 
famous performances such as The Shadow - a Shakespearean video game.

De-Pink is experimental digital shows and their collectible relics. An online store on the platform 
will promote the sale of the relics produced by all the De-Pink digital shows and streaming 
performances. These items (either digital or material) will be digitally processed and then registered 
into the blockchain to achieve a certain and permanent authentication that will be then transferred to 
the collector upon purchase. In this way, De-Pink also becomes the first decentralized performance 
art platform thanks to the confluence in the blockchain. In the immediate future, we believe that this 
will allow De-Pink to support itself and also become a real production platform.
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